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CONSPECTUS: The development of reliable approaches to integrate individual or a small
collection of molecules into electrical nanocircuits, often termed “molecular electronics”, is
currently a research focus because it can not only overcome the increasing difficulties and
fundamental limitations of miniaturization of current silicon-based electronic devices, but
can also enable us to probe and understand the intrinsic properties of materials at the
atomic- and/or molecular-length scale. This development might also lead to direct
observation of novel effects and fundamental discovery of physical phenomena that are not
accessible by traditional materials or approaches. Therefore, researchers from a variety of
backgrounds have been devoting great effort to this objective, which has started to move
beyond simple descriptions of charge transport and branch out in different directions,
reflecting the interdisciplinarity. This Account exemplifies our ongoing interest and great
effort in developing efficient lithographic methodologies capable of creating molecular
electronic devices through the combination of top-down micro/nanofabrication with
bottom-up molecular assembly. These devices use nanogapped carbon nanomaterials (such
as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and graphene), with a particular focus on graphene, as point contacts formed by
electron beam lithography and precise oxygen plasma etching. Through robust amide linkages, functional molecular bridges
terminated with diamine moieties are covalently wired into the carboxylic acid-functionalized nanogaps to form stable carbon
electrode−molecule junctions with desired functionalities.
At the macroscopic level, to improve the contact interface between electrodes and organic semiconductors and lower Schottky
barriers, we used SWCNTs and graphene as efficient electrodes to explore the intrinsic properties of organic thin films, and then
build functional high-performance organic nanotransistors with ultrahigh responsivities. At the molecular level, to form robust
covalent bonds between electrodes and molecules and improve device stability, we developed a reliable system to immobilize
individual molecules within a nanoscale gap of either SWCNTs or graphene through covalent amide bond formation, thus
affording two classes of carbon electrode−molecule single-molecule junctions. One unique feature of these devices is the fact that
they contain only one or two molecules as conductive elements, thus forming the basis for building new classes of chemo/
biosensors with ultrahigh sensitivity. We have used these approaches to reveal the dependence of the charge transport of
individual metallo-DNA duplexes on π-stacking integrity, and fabricate molecular devices capable of realizing label-free, real-time
electrical detection of biological interactions at the single-event level, or switching their molecular conductance upon exposure to
external stimuli, such as ion, pH, and light.
These investigations highlight the unique advantages and importance of these universal methodologies to produce functional
carbon electrode−molecule junctions in current and future researches toward the development of practical molecular devices,
thus offering a reliable platform for molecular electronics and the promise of a new generation of multifunctional integrated
circuits and sensors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optoelectronic devices are the basis of modern informational
world, so there is a continuous impetus to decrease their size,
enhance their performance and increase their variety of
functions.1,2 However, in accordance with Moore’s law, the
top-down fabrication techniques developed for conventional
silicon-based electronics have nearly reached their miniatur-
ization limitation, implying that an intrinsic change is necessary
to produce a new generation of intelligent devices with smaller
dimensions and superior performances. Due to the ultrasmall
dimensions, abundant diversity, and designable functions of

molecules, the creation of optoelectronic devices using
individual or a small collection of molecules as core
components, so-called “molecular electronics”, is a promising
bottom-up approach to breakthrough the development bottle-
neck of current microelectronics.3−9

In fact, this concept of building optoelectronic devices based
on the properties inherent in individual molecules has led to
remarkable technological and theoretical developments in the
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past decades.4,9−22 There have been a number of discrete
approaches developed for molecular transport junction
fabrication, including break junctions, scanning probe techni-
ques, sandwich electrodes, lithographic methods, mercury drop
electrodes, and others (refs 23−25 and references therein).
These substantial progresses undoubtedly lay the foundation
for both measurement capabilities and fundamental under-
standing of various physical phenomena of these conceptually
simple molecular transport junctionsconsisting of only one
or a few moleculesthat are beyond conventional electronic
transport properties, such as electromechanics, thermoelec-
tronics, quantum interference, optoelectronics, and spintronics.
Despite these considerable achievements, there are still no
commercially available molecular electronics. To satisfy
requirements for real applications, the development of practical
molecular devices with high stability and specific functions is
the prerequisite. This is extremely challenging because it
necessitates easy fabrication and precise control of reliable
devices, which depend on several factors including the testbed
architectures used, the number and defect density of molecules
being tested, and the nature of the molecule/electrode
interface.5,26

Among various platforms of molecular transport junctions,
carbon electrode−molecule junctions,11,27 where carbon nano-
materials such as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)
and graphene are used as nanoscale electrodes, are particularly
attractive because of their unique advantages. Both SWCNTs
and graphene are low-dimensional carbon nanomaterials made
entirely of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a
honeycomb lattice, offering a natural compatibility with
organic/biological molecules. In addition, they exhibit extra-
ordinary electronic properties along with easy processability.
Unlike mobile metal electrodes, they are atomically stiff,
infinitely large, and naturally functional at their ends. When
lithographically patterned as point contacts, they are end-
functionalized by carboxylic acid groups. These functional
groups are used to form robust covalent bonds at the molecule/
electrode interface through amide linkages that can endure
chemical treatments and external stimuli, thus markedly
improving device stability. Another important feature of these
point contacts is that they are molecular in size, ensuring the
number of bridged molecules down to the single-molecule
level. Compared with one-dimensional SWCNTs, graphene is a
two-dimensional crystalline monolayer, and it enables the facile
fabrication of point contact arrays. This largely simplifies the
device fabrication process and affords stable molecular devices
in high yield. As a result of all of these features, SWCNTs and,
in particular, graphene are ideal complementary contacts to test
the intrinsic properties of various molecular devices with
molecular sizes in all dimensions. These techniques hold great
promise to realize functional molecular devices that can convert
molecular functions into detectable electrical signals with
ultrahigh sensitivity, thus rendering carbon electrode−molecule
junctions as a reliable platform for molecular electronics toward
practical applications. In this Account, we detail the method-
ologies used to develop such a molecular electronics platform,
the sensing applications of this platform, and the developing
trends of this field.

2. GENERAL STRATEGIES TO MAKE NANOGAPPED
CARBON POINT CONTACTS

2.1. Electron Beam Lithography to Make SWCNT Point
Contacts

To form SWCNT point contacts, individual SWCNTs are
sliced by electron beam lithography and selective oxygen
plasma oxidative etching, leaving carboxylic-acid-capped ends
with a gap size of less than 10 nm. Conductive molecules
terminated by amines are then used to covalently bridge
nanogapped SWCNT electrodes through amide linkages,
forming the first class of carbon electrode−molecule single-
molecule junctions: SWCNT electrode−molecule single-
molecule junctions. This process has been well established for
a reported system.11 In this Account, we mainly aim to update
the reader with recent progress in this field, including how to
realize label-free, real-time electrical detection of biological
interactions at the single-event level, which demonstrates a
novel and invaluable direction for future single-molecule
electrical biodetection.

2.2. Dash-Line Lithography to Form Graphene Point
Contacts

Graphene is a two-dimensional zero-bandgap semimetal carbon
material with extraordinary electronic properties that is widely
used in nanoelectronics.28 Compared with one-dimensional
SWCNTs, graphene has homogeneous high electric con-
ductivity and is more convenient for device processing and
integration. Using graphene as point contacts, we developed the
second class of carbon electrode−molecule single-molecule
junction: graphene electrode−molecule single-molecule junc-
tions.27 Similar to the SWCNT system above, high-quality
single-layer graphene sheets are first obtained on silicon
substrates by either a chemical vapor deposition and
subsequent transfer29 or a peeling-off technique,30 and spin-
cast with a layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Then,
an array with holes of <10 nm is formed in the PMMA masking
layer by applying a Design CAD file of a 5 nm width dashed
line through electron beam lithography in a process called
dashed-line lithography (DLL) (Figure 1A). The graphene
sheet is then locally cut by oxygen plasma ion etching through
the holes in the PMMA layer. By exploiting the gradual etching
and undercutting of PMMA, we achieved nanogaps between
indented graphene point contacts. This DLL technique is able
to produce carboxylic acid terminated graphene point contact
arrays with narrow gaps (Figure 1B). These point contacts react
with molecule bridges derivatized with amino groups to form
molecular devices in high yields.

3. FUNCTIONAL ORGANIC FIELD-EFFECT
NANOTRANSISTORS

In general, the nature of the semiconductor/electrode interface
that is ubiquitous in organic field-effect transistors (OFETs)
plays a vital role in device performance and stability because
charge injection and extraction occur at this interface under an
applied electric field. Both SWCNTs and graphene are
composed of carbon six-membered rings with a work function
of about 4.5−5.0 eV, which is a good match with organic
semiconductors. Therefore, high-quality physical contacts are
expected to form between carbon electrodes and molecules at
the macroscopic level, making them well-suited as carrier
injection electrodes for OFETs.16,31 In this section, we
summarize recent systematic applications of graphene as
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efficient electrodes to make stimuli-responsive, CMOS-
compatible OFETs.
Using the same lithographic procedure as for SWCNTs

above, two-dimensional pristine single-layer graphene sheets
(with a work function of ∼4.5−4.9 eV) obtained by a peeling-

off technique can be patterned as nanoscale planar source/drain
electrodes (Figure 2A and B). For example, thin films of
poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) from a diluted chloro-
form solution have been incorporated into nanoscale graphene
electrodes to form planar graphene-P3HT transistors.32

Because of the disordered molecular packing in P3HT thin
films, the calculated carrier mobility (μ) and photoresponsivity
were moderate at ∼1.4 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 and ∼8.3 A W−1,
respectively. To improve the molecular organization and thus
device performance, we used a Langmuir−Blodgett bottom-up
approach to fabricate dense, well-ordered self-assembled
monolayers of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), a typical organic
semiconductor with an ionization potential of 5.0−5.2 eV.33

These monolayers were then positioned into the nanogap of
planar graphene electrodes to form a new class of photo-
responsive high-performance molecular field-effect transistors
(inset of Figure 2C). These graphene-CuPc monolayer
transistors showed bulklike carrier mobility of as high as 0.04
cm2 V−1 s−1, high on/off current ratios of over 106, and high
reproducibility of almost 100%. This is significant, considering
that the charge transport in the monolayer transistors occurs
from a single 1.3 nm-thick monolayer. Another remarkable
property of these devices is their ultrasensitivity to light. The
best responsivity of these devices is very high at ∼7.10 × 105 A
W−1 (Figure 2D). This strong photoresponse might be caused
by an integrated mechanism; for example, because of buildup of
electron-trapped charges at the semiconductor/dielectric inter-
face during illumination over tens of seconds.
To understand how the device architecture affects the light-

responsive efficiency and further enhance the photoresponsivity
of carbon electrode-based organic transistors, in our recent
work, blends of P3HT and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM) were used as photoresponsive semi-

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of cutting graphene by DLL-
defined oxygen plasma oxidative etching to form indented graphene
point contact arrays that are capped with carboxylic acids. (B) SEM
(left) and AFM (right) images of an indented graphene point contact
array.

Figure 2. (A) Schematic illustration of a CuPc monolayer transistor with nanogapped planar graphene electrodes. (B) Optical micrograph and AFM
image of planar graphene nanoelectrodes with a gap size of about 50 nm. (C) Transfer characteristics of the device. Inset: AFM image of the
nanogapped graphene electrodes after CuPc monolayer assembly. VD = −15 V. (D) Wavelength-dependent photoresponsive behavior of the device,
which matches the UV/vis absorption spectrum of CuPc thin films.
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conductors to make ultrasensitive nanoscale hybrid photo-
detectors with tunable channel lengths (Figure 3A).34

Assuming that the transport of free carriers in the
P3HT:PCBM layer is mainly controlled by a “hopping”
mechanism, the photogain (η) in the active layer is strongly
dependent on both the driving voltages (VD) and hopping
distance, that is, the distance between the source and the drain,
or gap length (l). By systematically tuning the voltage biases
and the gap sizes, we found that η is proportional to VD (Figure
3B) and inversely proportional to the square of l (Figure 3C),
respectively. This relation can be expressed by the following
equation

η ∝ V
l2 (1)

This relationship is well explained by another gain factor (G),35

defined by

τ
τ

τ μ
= =G

V
l

c

t
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where τc is the lifetime of the photogenerated carriers and τt is

the time required for the carriers moving from one electrode to

another, considering the fact that τc and μ are the intrinsic

properties of the materials. Therefore, the unique device

architecture, tunability of nanoscale channel lengths, and

optimized contact nature of semiconductor/electrode interfaces

led to ultrahigh η of over 103 when graphene was used as

electrodes and over 106 when SWCNTs were used as

electrodes. Such carbon electrode-based photodetectors may

become a fundamental device platform for optical information,

logic circuit and sensing applications.

Figure 3. (A) Device structure of a graphene-based P3HT:PCBM hybrid photodetector. (B) Linear fits of photogains η and source-drain bias voltage
VD for gap lengths l of 50, 100, 200, and 400 nm (λ = 540 nm; VG = 0 V). (C) Linear fits between η and the reciprocal of the square of l at VD of
−0.1, −0.5, and −1 V (λ = 540 nm; VG = 0 V).

Figure 4. (A) Schematic representation of the sensing process of SWCNT−metallo-DNA junctions. (B) Molecular structure of a Cu2+-mediated
base pair and the DNA sequences used. (C) Electrical characteristics of an ODN−H1−Cu2+-bridged device after different treatments. VD = −50 mV.
(D) Comparison between the conductance of ODN−H1−Cu2+ and ODN−H3−Cu2+.
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4. CARBON ELECTRODE−MOLECULE
SINGLE-MOLECULE JUNCTIONS

At the molecular level, individual molecules with amines on
both ends are used to bridge carboxylated carbon electrodes to

form carbon electrode−molecule single-molecule junctions
through robust covalent amide bonds.11,27 This architecture
substantially enhances device stability, which is of crucial
importance for future practical applications. Another important
attribute of these junctions is that they have only one or two
molecules as molecular probes, thus setting the foundation for
building new classes of ultrasensitive chemo/biosensors with
the ultimate aim of detecting single-molecule events in natural
samples. Here, we demonstrate the capability of installing
molecular functions into electrical nanocircuits in the new
platform of carbon electrode−molecule junctions.

4.1. SWCNT−Molecule Single-Molecule Junctions

4.1.1. Metallo-DNA Conductivity. Previous studies
reported that pristine DNA has limited conductivity, which
limits the potential of DNA-based nanoelectronics.11 A
promising solution to improve the conductivity of DNA is to
replace some or even all the base pairs in DNA with metal
complexes because synthesis of metallo-DNA is well established
and programmable.36 To prove this, we demonstrated the first
direct electrical conductance measurements of individual
metallo-DNA duplexes based on the SWCNT−molecule
junctions (Figure 4A).37 Three different DNA duplexes that
were functionalized with amines at both ends were used to
covalently bridge the carboxylic acid-capped gaps in the
SWCNTs (Figure 4B), thus forming SWCNT−metallo-DNA
junctions. A pair of bases in the middle of a 15 nucleotide
duplex was replaced by hydroxypyridone nucleobases (H) to
afford ODN-H1, which forms a stable complex in the presence
of Cu2+. Similarly, ODN-H3 contained three consecutive pairs
of hydroxypyridone nucleobases in the middle of the duplex
that replaced the corresponding pairs.
The conductance characteristics of a representative device

containing ODN−H1-Cu2+ under different conditions are
shown in Figure 4C. The source/drain current was partially
recovered after ODN−H1-Cu2+ reconnected the open circuit
with the conductance of 2.1 × 10−3 e2/h. When the devices
were annealed above the melting temperature of the DNA
duplex in an EDTA buffer solution, the conductance decreased
markedly to 1.0 × 10−4 e2/h. This is because EDTA removed
Cu2+ from the metallo-base pair and consequently broke the π-
stacked charge transport path. Remarkably, device conductance
increased dramatically upon subsequent treatment with Cu2+

(1.3 × 10−3 e2/h) and then decreased again in EDTA buffer
solution (1.0 × 10−4 e2/h). The cyclic changes in device
conductance upon alternate treatment with Cu2+ and EDTA
occurred several times until the devices degraded because of
unexpected interactions between species in the solutions and
DNA. This reversible conductance switching was universal as
demonstrated by alternate treatment with EDTA and other
metals such as Ni2+ and Fe3+ instead of Cu2+. Treatment of the
devices with Fe3+ showed the best reversibility.
These results consistently prove that, compared with the case

of mismatch-like metal-free DNA, the introduction of metal
ions inside the DNA core strengthens the π-stacking between
base pairs. This effect can facilitate charge transport in DNA,
thus suggesting that it may be possible to improve DNA
conductivity by increasing the number of metal ions. To prove
this, we compared the conductance of ODN−H1-Cu2+ and
ODN−H3−Cu2+ (Figure 4D). The conductance of ODN−H3-
Cu2+ was much higher than that of ODN−H1−Cu2+, despite
the device-to-device variation of conductance. Therefore, we
provided the first experimental support confirmation that the
electrical conductance of natural DNA duplexes can be
improved by rational arrangement of metal-mediated base
pairs in DNA frameworks.

4.1.2. SWCNT−DNA Single-Molecule Biosensors. As
proved by the above-mentioned experiments, a probe molecule
integrated into single-molecule junctions provides the basis for
ultrasensitive detection when it specifically binds to other
chemical or biological molecules. Using a similar approach with
SWCNTs as point contacts, we developed new SWCNT−DNA
junctions by covalently connecting cut SWCNTs with a DNA
aptamer (Figure 5A). These SWCNT−DNA aptamer junctions

Figure 5. (A) Schematic representation of SWCNT−DNA aptamer
junctions. (B) Sensing mechanism of protein binding to strengthen the
π stacking of G4 conformation. (C) Electronic characteristics of the
device after DNA aptamer connection and thrombin treatment. VD =
−50 mV.
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allowed us to selectively and reversibly detect a single specific
target molecule, thrombin, in real time.38

The aptamer used here was a 15-nucelotide single-stranded
DNA with thymine 7 linkers on both 3′ and 5′ termini. The G4
conformation of this aptamer could be stabilized by K+ or Mg2+,
and had a high binding affinity for thrombin (Figure 5B). The
conductance of a representative device containing the aptamer
exhibited a finite recovery when cut SWCNT electrodes were

reconnected to the aptamer, primarily because of the formation
of the native G4 conformation. However, after the device was
immersed in thrombin buffer solution, its conductance
increased by an order of magnitude (Figure 5C) from 8.5 ×
10−5 to 8.6 × 10−4 e2/h. We hypothesize that DNA-thrombin
interactions rigidify the G4 conformation because the aptamer
is highly flexible, unlike the usual distortion caused by proteins.
The rigidified G4 conformation either has tighter π-stacking

Figure 6. (A) SEM images of a highly integrated SWCNT array. Inset is an optical image of a device during real-time measurement. (B) Reversible
conductance changes at different thrombin concentrations are essentially independent of concentration, demonstrating the reproducibility and
single-molecule sensitivity. VD = −50 mV, VG = 0 V.

Figure 7. (A) Molecular structures of 1−3 used to reconnect graphene point contacts. Statistical data for the connection yields as a function of the
cutting yields for (B) 1, (C) 2, and (D) 3. The cutting yield is defined as the fraction of graphene FETs on a chip that are electrically disconnected
after oxygen plasma etching; the connection yield is defined as the fraction of the completely broken devices that get reconnected after molecular
connection.
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along the charge transport path or provides an additional
charge transport path via the central guanines, thus enhancing
charge transport (Figure 5B).
To step toward real applications, we developed a practical

method to fabricate high-density SWCNT transistor arrays.
Figure 6A shows the integrated SWCNT transistor pattern
used, where an individual SWCNT nicely spans all of the 80
metal electrodes. This method enabled us to achieve an average
of one or two single-molecule junctions on each pattern.
Because these molecular junctions have only one or at most
two DNA probes available for protein accommodation, through
combination with microfluidics (inset of Figure 6A), we
realized real-time, label-free, reversible electrical detection of
DNA−protein interactions with high selectivity, which reached
real single-molecule sensitivity (Figure 6B). Compared with
conventional optical techniques, this nanocircuit-based archi-
tecture is complementary but with obvious advantages such as
no bleaching and no fluorescent labeling. This architecture
offers a platform to explore the dynamics of stochastic
processes in biological systems and gain information from
genomics to proteomics to improve accurate molecular and
even point-of-care clinical diagnosis.39−41

4.2. Graphene−Molecule Single-Molecule Junctions

4.2.1. Covalent Graphene−Molecule Junctions. To
circumvent the challenges faced by SWCNT−molecule
junctions of a relatively low yield of device fabrication and
device variability, we developed another efficient lithographic
method called dashed-line lithography to produce indented
carboxylic acid-terminated graphene point contact arrays
(Figure 1)27 using high-quality large-area single-layer graphene
universally available by chemical vapor deposition. To prove the
effectiveness of this technique, we bridged these self-aligned
point contacts with molecules capped by amino groups through
amide formation in a pyridine solution containing the coupling
agent 1-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydro-

chloride. Molecules 1−3 of different length shown in Figure 7A
were used to construct graphene−molecule junctions. This
method considerably simplified the device fabrication process
and thus allowed us to optimize the fabrication conditions.
Under optimized conditions, the general connection yield was
about 30−50% or even higher, corresponding to about 28−33%
of the graphene sheets that were completely cut (Figure 7B−
D). On the basis of the binomial distribution calculation, if the
connection yield is 20−30%, the ratio of single-junction devices
to the overall reconnected devices is about 82−89%. This
suggests that in most cases, only one or two junctions
contribute to charge transport of each device.

4.2.2. Photon- or Proton-Gated Single-Molecule
Sensors. The platform of graphene-molecule single-molecule
junctions is robust and versatile because it has the flexibility to
develop actual devices based on functional molecules that can
transduce a variety of external physical stimuli. For example, a
multifunctional molecule featuring azobenzene units and
sulfonic acid groups (2 in Figure 7A) was used to construct
functional graphene−molecule junctions.42 When the newly
rejoined device was exposed to sequential irradiation with UV
and visible lights, we observed cyclic changes of molecular
conductance (Figure 8A). This observation was ascribed to the
reversible conformational transformation of the azobenzene
units of 2 between trans and cis isomers driven by light of
different wavelengths. In another experiment, devices recon-
nected by 2 were detected under different pH conditions. We
realized reproducible pH-gated conductance switching several
times where the protonated states (pH = 1) were more
conductive than the deprotonated ones (pH = 12) (Figure 8B).
These results clearly demonstrate the possibility of integrating
multiple functionalities into a single molecular device by
rational molecular design, which invites further study.

4.2.3. Graphene−Diarylethene Single-Molecule Pho-
toswitches. The ability to control the conductance of
molecules at the molecular level by an external mode is still a

Figure 8. (A) Mechanistic demonstration and photoswitching properties of a graphene−azobenzene junction under irradiation with UV and visible
lights. (B) Sensing mechanism and corresponding switching cycles by alternatively immersing the same device in solutions with low and high pH
values (1 and 12, respectively).
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formidable challenge in this field.5,43,44 To construct single-
molecule photoswitches, we wired diarylethene (DAE)
molecules into nanogapped SWCNT electrodes.43 Diary-
lethenes, as a typical family of photochromic molecules, can
undergo reversible transitions between two distinct isomers
with open and closed conformations when irradiated with light
(Figure 9A). In addition to their superior thermal stability and
fatigue resistance, these interesting electronic and structural
properties make DAE molecules ideal candidates for building
molecular photoswitches. However, because of the quenching
induced by strong coupling between molecules and electrodes,
only one-way photoswitching was observed. It remains a major
challenge to conserve the favorable solution-based properties of
molecules when immobilized in solid-state devices at the single-
molecule level.43,44

Fortunately, the new platform of graphene−molecule single-
molecule junctions simplifies device fabrication and thus
provides the ability to tailor the alignment of energy levels at
the molecule/electrode interface through molecular engineer-
ing.45 Three DAE molecules, 4−6, were rationally designed and
synthesized. As shown in Figure 9B, 5 has a perfluorinated unit
instead of the hydrogenated cyclopentene in 4, while 6 has a
methylene group (CH2) between the terminal amine group and
functional center on each side. Compared with 4, 5 possesses

lower electron density on the central alkene unit because of the
electron-withdrawing nature of the perfluorinated unit, and 6
has much weaker coupling with the electrodes because of the
presence of saturated carbon atoms. Therefore, the energy
levels of 5 are lower than those of 4, while those of 6 are even
lower. These molecular orbital calculations reveal that
molecular engineering is a powerful way to modulate the
electronic structure at the molecule/electrode interface, and
consequently control the strong coupling between DAEs and
electrodes.
Under low-intensity UV light (about 100 μW cm−2, 365 nm)

irradiation, all of the devices connected by any of the DAE
molecules showed reproducible, substantial photoswitching
from the low-conductance (off) state to the high-conductance
(on) state (Figure 9C). We attribute this change in
conductance to the photoinduced ring closure of the DAE
providing a conjugated pathway between the two graphene
electrodes in each device. The on/off ratios were very high,
about 2 orders of magnitude. To better understand this
phenomenon, we calculated the energy dependence of the
transmission spectra of the devices (Figure 9D and E). The
spectral features of the open and closed conformations are
distinctively different near the Fermi level. In the closed state,
the DAEs possess delocalized frontier orbitals with good

Figure 9. (A) Illustration of photoswitching in a graphene−DAE junction. (B) Molecular structures of 4−6. (C) One-way photoswitching of a
molecular junction containing 5 from off to on states under UV irradiation. (D, E) Zero-bias voltage transmission spectra of a junction containing 5
in (D) open and (E) closed forms.
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conductive channels and have two strong transmission peaks
located on each side of the Fermi level (about −0.05 and 1.2
eV; Figure 9E). These results readily explain why the closed
state has higher conductance than the open state.
Regretfully, the coupling between 4−6 molecules and the

electrodes was not weak enough to allow the working devices
to revert back to the low-conductance state. To realize such
reversibility, an obvious strategy would be to better control the
interfacial coupling by rationally engineering the molecular
backbone of DAEs.
4.2.4. Graphene−DNA Single-Molecule Biosensors.

We also adapted the device architecture to achieve label-free
metal ion detection, using Cu2+ as a representative, with
femtomolar sensitivity and high selectivity by integrating a
DNAzyme, which can catalytically cleave a DNA substrate at a
specific site in the presence of Cu2+, into graphene−molecule
junctions (Figure 10A).46 Figure 10A and B shows a DNA
substrate with amino groups at both ends covalently
sandwiched between carboxylic acid-capped graphene point
contacts. The 5′ end of the DNAzyme binds to the substrate via
Watson−Crick base pairs and the 3′ region through formation
of a DNA triplex. The electrical characteristics of a
representative device exhibited the finite conductance of the
binding state (Figure 10C, black curve). After treatment with
Cu2+, the conductance decreased to zero (red curve in Figure
10C). This marked change should be attributed to the Cu2+-
assisted catalytic cleavage of the DNA substrate by the

DNAzyme resulting in a gap in the graphene−molecule
junction (Figure 10B). To investigate the sensitivity of the
graphene−DNA junction, different Cu2+ concentrations (0.5
nM, 0.5 pM, 0.05 pM, 5 fM, and 0.5 fM) were used to treat
these newly reconnected devices. Figure 10D reveals that
consistent conductance changes occurred in the presence of
Cu2+, even at concentrations as low as 0.5 fM, after a response
time of about 60 min (Details can be found in ref 46). Because
DNAzymes selective for a variety of metal ions can be obtained
through in vitro selection, the sensing system demonstrated
here can be applied to the detection of many other metal ions.

5. SUMMARY
Reliable and universal lithographic methodologies using a
combination of ever-reducing top-down device fabrication with
programmable bottom-up molecular assembly have been
developed and successfully used to fabricate two classes of
molecular electronic devices based on either SWCNTs or
graphene as point contacts, thus opening a new direction in
molecular electronics. The simplified device fabrication,
promising device stability, and the ability to construct truly
robust single-molecule devices offer unlimited opportunities to
reveal and understand structure−function relationships at the
molecular level, and then provide new design insights to
developing novel types of molecular devices. Starting with the
development of proof-of-principle strategies through to the
application of molecular devices with desired functions, we have

Figure 10. (A) Schematic representation of a graphene−DNAzyme junction. (B) Structural illustration of the Cu2+-sensitive DNAzyme and
corresponding catalytic process. (C) Device characteristics after DNAzyme connection (black) and further Cu2+ treatments (0.5 nM) for 5 min
(red). (D) Concentration-dependent dynamics of the Cu2+ catalytic cleavage reactions.
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not only examined the use of SWCNTs and graphene as
efficient electrodes to build stimuli-responsive organic tran-
sistors at the macroscopic level, but also demonstrated the
capability to install molecular functions in electrical circuits at
the molecular level. As a result, we produced various functional
devices that can operate as ion, pH, and light sensors and/or
realize label-free, real-time electrical detection of biological
interactions at the single-event level. These solid advances
exemplify the remarkably fertile platform of carbon electrode−
molecule junctions to study fundamental physical phenomena
in the future, such as the quantum transport properties at low
temperatures, thermoelectronics, optoelectronics, and single-
molecule chemical and biological dynamics. In addition, the
realization of atomic-level precision in the cutting procedure,
and precise control of the molecular conformation on the
substrate within the gaps and the contact configuration are
challenges for future studies to overcome, of crucial importance
to the development of this field from the laboratory-based
research to practical applications.
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